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“She was able to do that for a longer period of time
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The most commonly cited general opinion poll on same-sex marriage was done by the Liberal Party’s
pollster Crosby Textor last year
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"It is very difficult to prove whether they are servicemen or not
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"They can dance, they can fly, they can jump," he said
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The robot measures 1.7 centimeters across and can swim and carry an object twice its weight
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On a day full of tennis' biggest names, the Big 4 of the men's game — Roger Federer, Novak
Djokovic, Rafael Nadal and Andy Murray — all won
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Even better, there's often a chance to marshal an event before having a go yourself
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Android Pay isn’t a separate payment app, but an open platform that enables developers to integrate
mobile payments into their apps
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Two immigrants with little money or education found stable jobs, owned a home, retired with security,
and gave all four of their children a life far better than their own," he says.
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A review panel that Obama established in 2013 concluded that the telephone metadata program had not been essential to preventing any terrorist attack.

Evidently his most prized photographic possession, judging by its prominence on the blog’s home page, is of him with Nelson Mandela.

He also thanked the police officers and emergency personnel that got him to the hospital, and his friends, like actress Tina Fey, who have encouraged him to keep his spirits up.

Two adults and three children were rescued in the incident and were in stable condition.

"There are guys who have caught their quota and are very happy, but it's extremely difficult."

They got that genius behind the plate, Yadier Molina, and another Matt — Carpenter — who seems to be getting better and better.

Google’s plans are to make its Jump technology adaptable to Expeditions, which is yet another VR initiative.
aimed at educators and their students.
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"But the Nisman case exposed that democratic governments did not change the functioning of the intelligence system
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It is a progressive, disabling condition caused by a narrowing of the airways
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One catch is that ESPN has a clause that lets it get out of Sling TV if the service signs up a certain number of subscribers, technology news website Re/code reported, citing anonymous sources
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For the full year they approached $3 billion
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Many of the afflicted came from across the country, including Pennsylvania.
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officials work to mitigate the risk of former Guantanamo detainees returning to the fight, threatening Americans or jeopardizing U.S
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Lord Hardinge, the then Viceroy of India, said he hoped that the court "shall earn a name for sound sense and good law".
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Humala ended up backing TiaMaria and Conga after his election.
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The Rangers lost because they were shut out twice at home in Games 5 and 7 by a Lightning team with shaky defense and an untested goaltender
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If you can't own a baseball team, football team or basketball team, you own a horse.